The World’s Oldest Professional Society Devoted to Wireless

Invites You to Submit Abstracts for Consideration for our
2019 Wireless Technical Symposium
To be held on Saturday November 23, 2019, at the Westin Hotel in New York City
We seek interesting or important work in any of the following areas of wireless communications:
 Antennas, and supporting structures (towers, etc.)
 Broadband Communications
 Broadcast
 Cellular Communications Systems
 Ham (amateur) Radio
 Land Mobile Radio
 Military Communications
 Satellite
 Semiconductors or other devices supporting wireless communications
 Other Wireless Technologies of any kind
We welcome “early work”, even if it’s still in process. RCA offers a unique opportunity to get an early
reaction to important work in wireless communications, prior to later publication in other technical journals
and societies such as the IEEE.
Submit the following information by Friday May 24, 2019 (earlier submissions are encouraged) to be
considered (Note: ALL information must be submitted to be considered):
1. Title of presentation
2. Presenter (s) names and contact information
3. Short bios of the presenter (s)
4. A 1-3 paragraph synopsis or abstract of the work to be presented and why you think the work is
interesting or important to the wireless industry
5. A medium resolution headshot of the presenter (s)
Those that are selected will be given a ~45 minute presentation opportunity to present, and your
presentation slides will be made available on the RCA Website after the event. Also we are now videoing
all presentations and they are placed in the RCA Channel on You Tube. (Note that participants will have to
fund their own travel to the event in New York.) If you wish to perform a demonstration, we can
accommodate that, but it must be within your allotted 45 minutes.

For additional Information, and to see prior presentations and videos, go to
https://www.radioclubofamerica.org/about-us/past-technical-symposiums/ .
Send abstracts to: info@radioclubofamerica.org
and join Armstrong, Godley, Link, Sarnoff, and the countless other wireless pioneers of the RCA

